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TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 326.

WIND TUNNEL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION TESTS ON

AN AIRFOIL WI’rHTRAILING EDGE FLAP.

By Carl J. Wenzinger and Oscar Loeser, jr.

Summary

This report deals with pressuxe distribution tests on an

airfoil with a conventional trailing edge flap. These tests

were conducted in the Atmospheric Wind Tunnel of the National

Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

Maximum chord loadings were obtained with the flap displaced
k

downward and with the airfoil at large angles of attack. Great-

● er changes were produced in the normal force md.in the center

of pressure travel by up–flap than by

placement.

Introduction

This investigation was conducted

an equal down-flap dis-

for the purpose of obtain-

ing information on the distribution of pressure for two-dimen-

sional flow over an airfoil equipped with a plain trailing edge

flapg The tests were made in the Five-Foot Atmospheric Wind

Tunnel (Reference 1) of the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labor-

atory.

When a trailing edge flap is displaced from its neutral po–

sition, the magnitude aznddistribution of pressure over both “ “
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airfoil and flap axe changed. The property of increasing or de-

creasing lift has resulted in the common use of flaps as ailer-

ons for controlling the attitude, and hence the motion of m

airplane in flight. Flaps are also used to a limited extent to

obtain lower landing speeds by increasing the maximum lift coef-

ficient of the wing.
.

To use flaps as control surfaces, it is desirable to know

how much control can be obtained by displacing them and also

the force required to operate them. For a flap used on a wing

to decrease 1anding speed, in addition to the ~bove information,

i it is necessary to know how flap displacement affects the bal-

ance or ‘ltrimlfof the airplane.
L

The foregoing factors can be determined by a study of the

● normal force characteristics, center of pre6SUre movement, and

the moinentsof the air loads on the flap about the hinge. The

results of numerous force tests have already been published,

but relatively little information is available from pressure

distribution tests. The pressure distribution tests described

in this report are a part of a preliminary test program which

has been carried out at this laboratory on several different

types of flaps.

Method of Test and Apparatus

The tests described in this report were made by the se-called

Ifplme flow” method- The test airfoil was znountedbetween end

plmes which extended across the tunnel and several chord lengths
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fore and aft of the w.odel. ‘Pressuresalong a section of the

airfoil midway between the plsnes

single row of orifices which were

. manometer,

were measured by means of a.,

connected to a liquid multiple

In Figure 1 the airfoil is shown mounted in the

It was arranged so that the angle of attack could be

the outside. The airfoil used was the N.A.C.A. 8AM

wind tunnel.

varied from

with a 15-

inch chord and a length of 25+ inches. A trailing edge flap,

20 per cent of the chord in width, was hinged as shown in Figuxe

2. In the construction of the wooden model,

kept accurate to within *0.020 inch of those

1. The pressure orifice positions along the
b

Table 11 and Figure 2.

the ordinates were

specified in Table

chord sxe given in

t Tubes from the orifices were brought out through the lower

end of the airfoil ad connected to the liquid multiple manome-

ter. This manometer, shown in Figure 3,

proportionately to the orifice positions

this arrangement, photostat records were

has the tubes spaced

on the airfcil, Using

%aXen of the liquid

hei~hts for eaoh angle of

stats, curves were faired

ing liquid, producing the

attack and flap setting. On the photo-

through the raeniscusesof the indicat-

type of diagram shown in F~gure 4.

Here the horizontal line indicates the value of the static pres-

sure in the wind tunnel test section.

“The tests were made at a dynamic pressuxe of 4.09 lb. per
*

sq.ft., corresponding to a velocity of about 40 up~h., and a

P
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Reynolds Number of 455,000.

Results

The data obtained from the tests are presented in graphical

form as follows:

Figure 5–A.

5-B.

5–c.

5-D.

5-E.

Figure 6.

Figure ~.

Figure 8.

Figure 9. +

Figure 10.

,

Isometric chord load diagram versus sngle of
attack (flap 30° up).

(Flap 15° up)

(Flap 0°)

(Flap 15° down)

(Flap 30° down)

Normal force coefficient versus angle of a.t–
tack (flap angles constant).

Normal force coefficient versus flap angle
(angles of attack constsnt).

Center of pressure coefficient versus angle ‘
of attack (flap angles constant).

Center of pressure coefficient versus flap
angle (angles of attack constant).

Hinge moment coefficient ver~s flap angle
(angles of attack constant).

The normal force and center of pressure data were obtained

by integration of the phot~tat pre~sure diagrams fox area and

for moment about the leading edge. The hinge moment “datawere

obtained by integration of the flap portion of the diagrams fo$

moment about the hinge line.

The various coefficients were computed as follows, sJ-1fac*~rs
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being in consistent units:

(1) Ncrnml f~rce coefficient (c~~):

where
A.= area of the pressure diagram,

(-J = chord,

q=” ciynazzicpressure, expressed as
a head of the manometer liquid.

(2) C!enterof pressure coefficient (Cp):

%’ =+$

where
. M= moment about the leading edge.

(3) Hinge moment coefficient (~) :

MH
c~=—

q C2

where
MH = moment about the flap hinge.

The coefficients of normal force and center of pressure may

be relied upon .toan accuracy of about *3 per cent. However,

due to the small number of pressure orifices in the flap which

made fairing of the pressure diagrams somewhat

hinge moment coefficients can only be depended

racy of about i15 per cent.

uncertain, ~he

upon for an accu-
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Since the tests were made using a two-dimensional air flow,

the results should be considered on the basis of an airfoil of

practic~ly infinite aspect ratio. Application of the res~ts

to airfoils of finite aspect ratio with either ailerons or flaps..

would require “theuse of correction factofs such as those given

in References 2, 3, and 4. Scale effect should also be consid-

ered, due to the tests having been made at the relatively low

~eynolds Number of 455,000.

However, the general effects of the results of the tests on

an airfoil with 20 per cent flap are indicated by the diagrams

and curves. The isometric pressure diagrams are of particular

interest because they show the manner in which the air loads

along the chord of the airfoil change with flap displacement ad

with angle of attacke The

i.ngedge as in the ‘caseof

greater loads act near the

peaks of the loads occur at the lead-

a plain airfoil but, in genersl,

trailing edge as a result ofthe flap

displacement. These latter loads also reverse their direction

of application, depending upon whethez the flap is displaced Up-

wacds or downwards from the neutral position~

The curves of normal force, center of Press~ey -d ‘inge

moment coefficients, were included as characteristics of the

particular airfoil and flap combination.

.
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1. Maximum chord loadings are obtained at laxge angles of

attack and with the flap displaced in the downwaxd direction.

2* In general, upward movement of the flap produces greater ~

ch~ges in the c~; and in the C.P. travel than downward move–

ment of the same magnitude. Greater hinge

obtained with the flap displaced downward.

Lsngley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratoryq

moments, however, are

—
National Advisory Committee”for Aer&autics,

Langley Field, Vs., August 8, 1929. .
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TABLX 1.

.

.

N.A.C.A. 84-M Airfoil Ordinates

Station in
per cent of chord

0.000
1.000
2● 000
4.000
6,000
8.000
10.000
12.000
16.000
20.000
25.000
30,000
40 ● 000
50.000
60.000
~o.000
80.000
90.000
95.000
99.000
100.00

15-inch chord model

Ordinate Ordinate
upper surface lower surface

per cent of chord per cent of chord

2;920 2;920
4.947 1.366
5.92b 0.858
7.390 i oa333
8 ● 450 0.08~
9.320 0.000
10*O9O 0.000
10.750 0.000
11.930 0 ● 000
12.855 0● 000
13.6y5 o ● 000
14.160 0 ● 000
14.4y5 0.000
13.920 0.000
12.425 I 0.000
10.250 1. 0.000
7.580 00000
~.285 0.000
2 ● 606 0.000
0.993 0.000
0.253 0.253

●

.
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TABLE II.

Orifice Locations

N.A.C.A. 84-M Airfoil with Flap

15–inch chord model

Upper

No ●

18
i

Per cent cho~d
from L.E.

0.00

3.75

8.59

15.89

29.02

46.46

66.~5

7?’.~5

86.45

100.00

Lower

No.

1

3

5

7

Per cent ohord
from’L.E.

0.00

5.60

10.60

18.06

31*3O

48.85

68.60

75.90

84.60

100s00

.

.
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0’2
percent chord ‘

Fig.2 ~.A.C.A. 84MpTofile Bhowing
flap ?A orifices.
15 in. chord model.
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